Aftermarket cruise control toyota corolla

Advanced Search Search Tips. Kit comes with Vehicle specific wiring information as well as
universal installation instructions. Please call with any questions regarding application or
Installation. We promise to never spam you, and just use your email address to identify you as a
valid customer. I completed a plus km trip recently in my plain Jane 99 Corolla. It sure was great
not to have my foot on the gas peddle the whole way even with the extra Canadian cost. Thank
you son for the install. It works like a dream, I'm glad I purchased it, however it was difficult to
install not because the part was complicated but because of the car. I have a corolla and the
computed is behind the console so I had to have the dash pulled to install the electronics
portion. I am living in Western Australia, bought this cruise control kit to fix in to my corolla as a
DIY job. Although I did my best to fix it correctly I had made some mistakes and it was not
working. I wrote a mail to them, got fast responses and managed to get it working by writing
couple of emails. Mate, it works like an original cruise unit. Thank you very much cruise control
shop for the excellent service you have provided. Please wait See 1 more picture. Buy in bulk
and save. Enter your name: optional Enter the code below:. Choose Options. Add To Cart.
Browse Cruise Kits by Brand. FMVSS has arrived! At Rostra, we manufacture a number of
different add-on cruise control systems for cars, trucks and SUV's that include our universal
Global Cruise control system, custom Global Cruise control system, multiple pedal bypass
cruise control systems and various accelerator pedal interface cruise control systems that
interface directly with a vehicle's onboard computer system to control speed and acceleration.
Each cruise control system is designed with ease of installation in mind and more often than
not consists of hardware meant to be completely plug-n-play. Using a cruise control system by
Rostra provides many comfort and safety benefits while on the road. Some of these benefits
include:. Custom drive-by-wire cruise control systems from Rostra and their associated
adapters are sold through authorized product distributors throughout The United States and
Canada, as well as through select international distributors in countries around the world. For
purchasing information, or to locate a local retailer or installation facility, please contact us
online or call our customer service department by dialing , Monday - Friday, AM to PM EST. To
learn more about Rostra and our cruise control manufacturing facilities located in Laurinburg,
NC, please click here. Rostra cruise control systems are only validated on vehicles available in
the United States and Canada. For the best in driving experience, choose a cruise control from
Rostra, the leader in cruise control technology. Vehicle Search Don't see your vehicle listed
here? Please send us a message by clicking here and we'll be happy to assist. Reducing
long-term leg muscle fatigue. Relaxed driving posture on long trips. Avoid tickets from
unintended speeding. Its applications are now covered under part number below. Please call
our customer service department at if you have any questions. Forums New posts Search
forums. What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Members Current visitors New
profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter vmckenney Start date Jan 2, A few days ago I
posted a thread asking for info on how to add cruise control to a Toyota Corolla. Thanks to all
who provided help.. After a looking around a little bit I was able to find cross-reference part
numbers for several manufacturers who make a stalk switch that will fit every Corolla from to I
don't know if these numbers will be useful to anyone, but given the grief I had getting any
usable information from my dealership, I thought I should share the info. Last edited: Jan 7, Hi,
Please accept my apologies for the late response. I just saw your question this morning. I went
with the OEM Toyota parts and bought them online. PeterR PeterR Jan 15, I too would like to
install an aftermarket cruise control. From what I've seen on YouTube,it seems to be the
straightforward replacement, a number of screws, taking off the airbag, and adding the cruise
control stick. I would appreciate any feedback, on parts , degree of difficulty and the length time
it took. Not sure about your mechanical inclination so giving a guess on difficulty and time
would be hard. As you have probably seen on You Tube, you have to remove the airbag unit
from the front of the steering wheel. This will power off the airbag sensor and let its capacitor
discharge. The airbag - and its propellant charge - are completely enclosed in a sealed module,
and the front side of this assembly is actually your horn pad. The airbag unit is attached by two
15mm nuts on each side of the column. These will need to be removed. You will not be
"disturbing" the airbag, only moving the complete module to the top of the column while you
install and connect the cruise control switch. Hope your project goes well.. Hi vmckenney Hope
you have solved your problem. I called toyota and they don't want to install that. I understood
that you have the same model as I have. I couldn't find the screws at the bottom of my steering.
I m not that expert. May be I do not know what I am looking for. I have a very normal steering
like the one in the 1st photo below. I want to try doing that myself. How did you open the
steering top? Thanks for your time. Again, I called few dealers around and they are saying if it

doesn't come with cruise control, you can't install it. It has to be prepackaged. Is it true? I have
a Corolla L And to clarify: do I just need the following: 1. Last edited: May 27, Donabed Kopoian
6 Speed Master May 28, Aaich, you can add it, but if you are unfamiliar with cars, get someone
else to do it. Very easy to cause a short while wiring up the cruise switch that can deploy the air
bag. It is not something you want to start with to learn about cars. Thnks much Donabed. I have
a lab-mate - she knows cars. I will probably take her help. Thanks a lot! Hi Aaich I will stress this
several times in this posting - Please remember to disconnect your negative battery terminal for
at least 20 minutes before you begin any work. This will allow the capacitor in the airbag system
to fully discharge and prevent the airbag from deploying. You would have to break the
connectors and manually short the wires. Please remember to disconnect your negative battery
terminal for at least 20 minutes before you begin. I'm not sure why the dealership insists on
lying to people, but as I have been told, ALL Corollas have cruise control pre-built into into the
computer. Opening the steering column -Sitting in your drivers seat looking at the steering
wheel the screws are behind two covers located at on the left side of the wheel and on the right
side of the wheel. Remember that they are on the back side of the wheel. You will put the
original left cover back once you are done installing. The right cover will be replaced with the
one you purchase to accommodate the cruise control. You will need a small flat blade screw
driver to get these covers off. You might want to cover the tip with electrical tape so that you
don't scratch the covers of the steering column. They have Torx heads so you will need a 30
Torx driver. They just need to come out far enough to take the airbag module off the front of the
steering wheel. Leave both wires connected and set the complete airbag module on top of the
center cross-member of the steering wheel while you install the switch and pigtail wire. I though
you had to move the airbag and horn wiring from the old connector to the new connector that
comes with the cruise switch, but that was through thecruisecontrolstore. Hi vmckenney Thank
you so much! Its a very elaborate and useful description. I am going to talk to them soon and
will order the parts. I hope my first endeavor with car wont go unfinished or messy. Thank you
so much for the detailed help! Installed cruise control, but the car ignores it Hi there. I bought a
cruise control from ebay for my car, corolla toyota diesel automatic turkish. The cruise control
stick came with a connector that fit the empty connector perfectly, and the holes of the stick
lined up fine with the screw holes on the steering wheel. However, the car is ignoring it. No
matter what I push, no cruise indicator, no nothing on the dash or in behavior. Any ideas what I
need to do? Many thanks, tk. Donabed Kopoian 6 Speed Master Aug 6, Does your diesel have
drive-by-wire or cable throttle body? These cruise control kits were designed for drive-by-wire
systems in North American bound Corollas. It is possible that the PCM in your car lacks this,
and if it is not drive-by-wire, then you need the cruise servo, the cruise control throttle cable,
and possibly the cruise bracket and throttle bracket on top of that. And even then I bet if it was
an Armenian Corolla it would work :-D. My bet is that your Corolla does not have a wire running
from the back of your connector on the steering wheel to pin 40 on the ECM harness under the
hood. This wire is not very difficult to add.. Please check out Page 6 of this. You can also call
their support number, as they are always very helpful and friendly. GotWheels New Member Aug
8, For anyone interested, the Toyota OEM part number for the dark gray right-side steering
wheel hole cover for cars with cruise control is BO. That's what was on my part. Hi vmckenney
Long time, NO see! Hope you are doing great and still active. I did not install the switch last
year. Now I need to install it. I have everything in place, I would just ask you one question - the
pigtail wire, does it have to be placed as it is shown in the Rostra manual? Or should it be as
straightforward as it is shown in the following video at minute? Christine Boll New Member Feb
16, I just purchased a Toyota Corolla, and it was built totally without any cruise control. Will this
still work. And are aftermarket cruise control safe and reliable. The dealership I bought the car
from would not put it in and would not suggest a place to do it. PeterR said:. Sebastien New
Member May 11, I bought a cruise control after seeing this thread. Should receive it in weeks.
Will give an update on it! ThaiTrev New Member Dec 11, Hello, I have been reading a lot of info
on the net regarding the installation of CC on Corolla's. I have a technical background and have
fully loop tested my install back to pin 40 on the ECU with all the correct resistance readings.
Once I press the button to enable it the engine light comes on and the engine idle drops very
low to stall. The ECU Model code is a real Oddball, ZD20, I can not find any info on this model
anywhere, Pin 40 on the ECU exists but has no voltage on it when car is running, there was no
wiring installed and the dash does not even have the light installed and blanked. I went to
Toyota to buy a new cover panel for the steering wheel stalk, one of the Thai mechanics shook
his head and said " can not " in Thai. Does this function exist in this ECU or has it somehow
been locked out, If so can it be re-enabled? Is there another ECU that will fit this older wide
body shape with the updated engine and auto that gives me what I need? Any help would be
much appreciated as we travel a fair distance to university every weekend on the freeway. Kind

Regards Trevor. Toyota for life New Member Feb 4, I drive a Corolla with a manual transmission.
I added the horn wire to the CC connector since both connect in the same plug. I put everything
back together and now I have cruise control. Toyota for life New Member Jul 19, You must log in
or register to reply here. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New profile
posts Latest activity. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in
Register. Search titl
2004 hyundai santa fe tail light
flow wikipedia
2008 dodge grand caravan 38 oil capacity
es only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Aftermarket Cruise
Control. Thread starter Giunca Start date Sep 13, Giunca New Member Sep 13, The gas mileage
is great, but my foot is killing me because the car doesn't have cruise control. I am looking for
an aftermarket or OEM cruise control kit. I have done some searching, but no one seems to
have any kits specifically for this generation Corolla. Has anyone here ever installed cruise
control? If so, where did you get it, and can you give any tips on how to install? Giunca New
Member Sep 14, Thanks for the lead. I will check this out! Go to home depot, buy a length of 1"
pvc pipe. Cut to length so it fits between seat and gas pedal. Just kidding, I wouldn't
recommend this to anyone I had an old gutless diesel truck who's top speed was 60mph, and
this worked great for that. Giunca said:. You must log in or register to reply here.

